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About This Game

One night, a great rumbling sound awoke Spelunkette with a fright. A comet had hit the earth and strange things had been
happening ever since. The Faerie Chief said that they were caused from something deep underground. What lies in its depths?

Spelunkette hurried off to Base Camp, excited for an adventure!

Explore and solve mysteries in the depths of the caves! A variety of traps, creatures and even wicked ghosts will stand in your
way! Jump over dangerous pitfalls! Use bombs to blow up boulders that block the way! Use flares to scare away the bats! Blow

away spooky ghosts with your portable fan! There are many ways to use your items.

You can obtain new costumes and items by collecting the Litho-orbs hidden in the caves! These items will improve your
abilities and change your look as well!

KEY FEATURES
Online and Offline Co-op multiplayer! Work together with your friends and maybe you will find a new path. Iconized chat

will help you with easy and casual communications with your buddies, so don’t worry about language!

Complete new items by collecting Litho-orbs! Each item has a special ability to help you on your adventure! They can also
change your look, so equip them as you like and show off to your friends!

Adorable pets are your reliable partners in this adventure! Each pet has a special ability, like finding a hidden item or
rescuing your friends, so take them with you and your exploration will be more advantageous and fun!
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There are more playable characters as you move forward in the cave and meet new buddies!

Good luck and have fun!
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Title: Spelunker Party!
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Tozai Games, Inc., O-TWO inc.
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Core i3 2.00GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT240(512MB)

Additional Notes: Unfortunately Spelunker Party! does not support Radeon HD 57xx series graphics cards.

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I normally would never review a game I had only played for a couple of minutes, but this game is infuriating. I made it three
minutes into the game before I rage quit (and then logged back in so I could have the 5 minutes of game time I needed to write a
review).

You die instantly when you walk off a high platform near a rope. To not die you have to jump onto the rope, even if you would
naturally fall onto the rope just by walking off. Forget the last four decades of smooth and enjoyable platforming, Spelunker
Party has found a way to make platforming gameplay enormously unintuitive and frustrating.

I'm a sucker for any game that has local co-op. This is too awful even for me.. Spelunker Party, if your familiar with the HD
version the majority of the gameplay is already known to you, some new system around cosmetic items and level selection stuff
aside. Everyone else, read on!

Spelunker Party is based off of Spelunker, that game some of you may regard as some ancient relic if you know of it at all with
the highly regarded weakest character in video games, the spelunker. A man capable of destroying his life from simple missteps
half his height that destroy his legs and all chance of survival, to needing a rapidly depleting oxygen tank to breath at all. A
character who braves deep ruinous caverns to grab treasure and try to keep smiling while everything turns into a living hell
around him. Spelunker Party keeps this man and his flaws intact, while giving him some friends who also suffer similar
vulnerabilities to play as.

Spelunker at it's core is a platforming game that requires precise timing of your actions, from given only a split second of
thinking time to work around a passage of instant death traps to running from giant boulders through a cavern composed of just
platforms to jump across. Simple snakes and hidden pits require your full attention as your ability to jump is only just enough to
bypass such things and mistakes lead to lost lives. Jumping from a rope onto an incline the wrong way is a good way to perish.
Flares you launched to rid yourself of bats and their deadly guano ended up falling on you on your way back with the treasure
and burned you alive. You will struggle and try to endure and the game offers great personal satisfaction for your troubles.

The series likes to pride itself on it's difficulty, and while it's still largely intact here, you are also given items to find and equip
that augment your abilities, such as your bombs having a larger blast radius, or recieving protection from a single type of
trap\/enemy to stave off death for one or two hits. Such items also gain experience and level up through usage, increasing the
bonus they give. While some of this is just for personal comfort, the game does expect you to use certain equipment to uncover
secrets through abilities they give, such as a dog you can travel with is capable of digging up hidden treasure.

While the core of spelunker is alive and well in spelunker party, it does have some caveats in it's design, namely certain secrets
can only be obtained through multiplayer. Cooperating with other players is sometimes the only to progress to certain secrets,
such as someone needing to stand on a switch which creates platforms across a wide pit for someone else to run across. If you
are intent on getting everything in the game, be sure you have people to work with. The game does have local and online
multiplayer.
------------------------------------------- Update---------------------------------------------
While I'm aware that there is a piece of equipment that allows you to press switches from far away, you still need other players
to actually perform all the quests in the game.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As for some technical points, you can't remap controls within the game, and you will want a controller ready for this. The game
boots up with the steam Big Picture Mode UI - not necessarily fullscreen, you can always play the game in a window but the UI
will remain in the overlay. While playing multiplayer if you encounter any cutscenes after a level you will be kicked from any
group you were playing with. If you lose all your lives in a level while playing multiplayer and no one manages to revive you,
you will be booted from the group you are playing with, if this happens to the host then you will be dealing with a hopefully
minor annoyance of host migration.

Despite it's faults, this is a game I greatly enjoy, and intend to put many more hours into it. Multiplayer also allows for a great
amount of entertainment - for the full experience turn Friendly Fire on in the lobby creation settings, your not doing it to
intentionally kill eachother, it will just happen and it will be the magical misery that will cause you to howl with pain and
laughter.
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P.S. If using a dual analog stick, be sure to click in the right stick during multiplayer, it will save you a lot of eye strain.. FUN
ALONE, WAY MORE FUN WITH FRIENDS!

In this review, i will talk about three of the reasons that i recommend this game : The history behind the game, the tryout and
my actual gameplay.

1) The history : Nostalgia. Oh nostalgia...
A lot of gamers don't know but Spelunker Party isn't the first game of this serie. In fact, i think it's the third game (Spelunker on
NES, Spelunker HD on PS3 and Spelunker Party! on Steam and Nintendo Switch). I played both the three games and they were
just that good. One can't be compared with the others cause of the gap of time between each title and their graphics constantly
changing makes them a different game each time. However, the main mechanic and story was always respected, making the
game easy enough to follow. So for nostalgic fans like me or complete newbie, no one will be penalized for that point.

2) The tryout : Before i bought the game
I tried the game at a friend's house on the Nintendo Switch. The controls were fine despite the shape of the controllers on the
console. When i heard that the game was on Steam AND it was playable with the Xbox style controller, i jumped to the occasion
and decide to buy the game for my own good. It actually took around 30 to 45 minutes of gameplay before i took my decision...
Talk about quickness.

3) My personnal experience
When i started playing alone on my computer, i realised that the game was quite challenging but a lot, LOT of fun. However, the
only negative point of the game is for people who loves to get the 100% game complete ( in other words : for completionists ).
If you want to COMPLETE the game, you will need... i mean, you MUST HAVE other players to play with you!!! To gain the
rare objects, they are certain path that requires 2 players in order to reach it. Kind of sad when you try to connect online and
realise there's not a lot of players patient enough to wait for someone to unblock them. But at least, you can just plug another
controller into YOUR game and ask a pal to help you out ( probably the reason why no one waits in online mode ).

With that said, the best thing to do is : If you are all alone, it will be fun but not as much as with friends.
Personnal note for the game : 8,4 \/ 10. A charming game best played with friends but can also be played alone. The price is a
bit higher compared to other games in its genre but its well worth the price since the amount of content this game has greatly
makes up for it. There are currently 120 levels and 4 zones with each level having anywhere from 1 to 5 sublevels. Each level
has keys that you collect to move on to the next level along with items called litho-stones. These litho-stones are collected to
finish off puzzles to earn equipment that give different stats to help make going through different levels easier. For instance
theres a bag that gives you extra oxygen to reach places further out to get rare collectibiles and a hat that protects you from bat
guano. There are also pet companions you find which have different abilities to help you and your friends such as a dog that can
dig for collectibles and a parrot that can resurrect your friends from a long distance. The game does have limitations to how
many times you can use these items and companions to help balance out the game but this can be increased based on leveling up
these items which is done just by completing stages and wearing them. On top of all that there are also 40+ quests you can do to
allow you to earn even more items and companions. If after all that the price still scares you then think of all the laughs it will
give you to watch your friends make fatal mistakes and plummet to their death! It is a for sure pick up if you want a fun and
challenging co-op game (its up to 4 players).. Hard butt fun. Fun and charming.. I've been playing Spelunker since the NES.
Then Spelunker HD for PS3. And I wanted to play Spelunker World but I don't have a PS4, and was hoping there would be a
port or something for PC. I finally noticed that Spelunker Party was on Steam, and I went and bought it with no hesitation. It's
everything I expected it to be, and more.

I think if you're new to the Spelunker franchise, the gaming mechanics may seem unfair with its one hit deaths, especially by
falling 1cm (lol) and you might just wanna break your controller in half. But that's how Spelunker is! It just takes a lot of
patience and precision.

There are a lot of, dare I say, "cute" aspects to Spelunker Party, with its character design, the costumes, and the pets! I really
enjoy it a lot, and if you want to get the most of the game, get some friends to play with you!
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This game is entirely to my taste. I felt funny when I started this game. This game is lovely. Also, the character is very cute.
Unfortunately, fewer players play this game. Many maps and difficulties are also significant. Up to four players can play this
game together. I hope to play this game with many people.. This is a great game so far. I played Spelunker world on PS4 to level
200+ which is very similar except you don\u2019t need to spend real money for moon gems for gear, upgrade stones, and pets.
Some of the features in that version do not exist here that I miss like the live events with new gear and how the gear is formed to
build 4 star pieces of gear. There was a thrill in the hunt with the RNG system. Now you just know what your gonna get and you
just grind exp to max out the piece. The coop play was something I enjoyed a lot but it is almost impossible to find people to
coop with on the Steam version as no one is ever in the room whether region or worldwide. So obtaining those litho stones you
need to complete some items may be challenging to complete. Easy task just finding a partner or team for individual stages
might be time consuming waiting for a member to contribute to the task instead of running wild dying all over the place thinking
it\u2019s funny.. I love it very much, I played Spelunker back in early 90s, the eerie ghost sound is so nostalgic. I am investing
on new gamepad so I can get the full enjoyment from this game, havent use gamepad before on PC gaming.. Spelunker Party
isn\u2019t the best game in the Spelunker series (that title goes to the PS3 game Spelunker HD), but it serves as a decent entry
point for newcomers. While I\u2019m not quite a fan of the changes Tozai made to the series\u2019 classic structure (gone are
the lengthy gauntlet levels, now replaced by shorter levels and protective gear for stage hazards), Spelunker\u2019s infamous
platforming conventions - fall damage, ho! - are is still enjoyable here, with the shorter levels and new gear system making the
experience more accessible for novices. If the third world wasn\u2019t a complete slog I\u2019d probably rate the game higher,
but ultimately Spelunker Party is an enjoyable entry in the long running series that\u2019s best experienced with friends.. This
game really isnt enjoyable and not worth it's price tag. Some mechcanics are so bad you just keep dying. like the rope
mechanics are terrible. i suggest DO NOT BUY
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